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By Katherine Watt — State College - Centre Daily Times

It struck me during recent family visits to Colonial and Civil War-era historic sites in West Virginia that our elders
left us a precious gift, embodied in the skilled artisans who work at these places: men and women who card,
spin and weave sheep’s wool, bend iron stock into hooks and mill grain using stones and water power.

They know how to make vital, useful, beautiful things without fossil-fuel engines or feedstocks, and how to share
that knowledge with others.

Perhaps some of the builders of Old Sturbridge Village in Massachusetts, Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia and
other living-history sites built them because they understood that ready supplies of non-renewing resources
eventually would become not-so- ready and that future generations would want to learn the old ways again.

That’s been a basic premise of this page: that the historic intersection of peak oil, climate change and global
debt deleveraging renders the growth-based assumptions of modern capitalist societies practically useless. The
stories we’ve been telling ourselves, about who we are, don’t fit the world we now live in, but we can create new
frameworks of meaning and action, drawing on the past.

Letting go of comforting illusions is hard; it’s not impossible. Perhaps during the master-plan rewrite process,
State College leaders will include a section outlining plans in case a Greek-style economic recession comes
here, maybe including establishment of a local currency to cushion the blow of dollar devaluation.

As the Fraser Centre project limps along, a good stop-gap site use would be to negotiate for the right to build a
concrete pad with a sturdy wooden pavilion, creating a food commons much like the one used by the Millheim
farmers market at the American Legion.

Funded by direct investments from local shoppers and vendors — not corrupt municipal bonds (see Matt Taibbi
in Rolling Stone) — a good-sized project could house 40 to 50 farmers market stands during peak season and
include basic electrical and plumbing.

The vendor associations could bring in farmers on their wait lists, expand their customer base and comply better
with Act 106 food-safety standards while reducing set-up and tear-down effort and keeping farmers, food and
shoppers out of the hot sun and pouring rain.

Local school systems — from middle school through university level — would be wise to retrofit curricula and
degree programs. Most secondary students will need to know how to grow edible food in marginal garden soil,
improve soil fertility over time, build furniture, small houses and small-scale renewable-energy devices using
salvaged materials and other resiliency-based, hands-on skills.

A good chunk of college grads should have the knowledge and skill to manage small to mid-size organic farms.
Young people with such basics at their fingertips are likely to make a good living in a world preoccupied with
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feeding people under volatile weather conditions with less fertilizer, pesticides, transportation and credit default
swaps.

We need new stories about our place in the world, and we’re already writing them through what we say we want
and through what we do with our time. So here’s to more home-brewed beer in our glasses, more locally raised
meat, vegetables and grains on our tables, and more storytelling.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer and community organizer. She maintains a blog at springcreek
homesteading.wordpress. com and can be reached at katherine_watt@hotmail.com.
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